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provide content that adapts to the user. your notifications can be configured to adapt to your users
context, such as their current activity and location. for example, if your app is a time or distance
tracker, then your notifications can be configured to show a summary of the user's progress at the
start of a workout or a detailed breakdown of how far they've traveled. notifications can carry
broadcast information in the extra information field. this includes information such as the notification
id, the message associated with the notification, and the presence of an avatar of the person who
triggered the notification. notifications can also be direct. for example, a direct notification might
display a button with a message about the caller and a unique notification id. to respond to a direct
notification, you can use the notificationresponse for alexa skills. exposure notifications is an
addition to alert notifications and can be used in the same way, but can be delivered without
opening your app. for example, you can send a notification to people that an important traffic
accident has occurred, and have people respond in a similar way as with alert notifications: by
pressing their volume keys or a button on their phone. exposure notifications allows people to
respond to notifications without opening your app. for example, the notification could offer a snooze
option. for more information, see notificationcompat.builder. for developer guidance, see handling
notifications and notification-related actions. exposure notifications can be a source of notifications,
or may be a notification delivered without opening the app. for example, the notification could offer
a snooze option. for more information, see notificationcompat.builder. for developer guidance, see
handling notifications and notification-related actions.
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You can set multiple channels to multiple notifications. Using channels and a simple sample
template, you can create notification messages that have different body and title for each channel.
Channel per notification is useful in a disaster situation for example, where you may have a strong
channel and a weaker channel. A strong channel may need to quickly alert first responders, while a

weaker channel might need to be addressed by a more general channel. Every notification
generated by Exposure Notifications goes into the same channel. This channel is where you define

when the notification should go off and who should get it. The other channels are "general" and
"pref". These are channels that your users have set in their call home preferences. All "pref"

channels are emailed to a user or sent to the user via a text message (SMS) or push notification.
Exposure Notifications now supports the ability to give a theme to the notification, as well as a

number of built-in themes that can be used. Users can personalize their notifications and theme their
notifications by customizing the notification properties. Implementations of this API tend to make the

most sense when notifications are associated with a topic that's expected to come up more than
once. For example, a user might subscribe to notifications about a particular track on Spotify. This

command will remove a notification class from your app/Notifications directory. If you no longer want
to receive notifications from a certain channel, you can remove the notification class using this

method. If you remove a notification class that has been manually added, the Ovi client will remove
that message from the system. 5ec8ef588b
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